<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Responsibility Unit</th>
<th>Org</th>
<th>Dean/Director</th>
<th>Financial Analyst Primary</th>
<th>Financial Analyst Alternate</th>
<th>RU Level 3 Partner Primary</th>
<th>Budget Partner</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| President of the University | 000500 | Jamie Moffitt (interim) | 100010 Patrick Phillips (interim)  
settlements and financial analysis for the University's budget. | Annalisa Conroy  
Lisa Howard (FASS)  
- sandra Goodell  
| 110040 Bob Goldberg  
settlements and financial analysis for the University's budget. | Janine Conroy  
- sandra Goodell  
Karen Jeffers  
| 401600 Leah Laddley | 480000 Eric Reel | 210325 Jane Toth | 210000 Janet Woodruff-Borden (interim)  
settlements and financial analysis for the University's budget. | Annalisa Conroy  
Lisa Howard (FASS)  
| 300000 Randy Kamphaus (acting)  
settlements and financial analysis for the University's budget. | 264000 Dennis Galvan  
settlements and financial analysis for the University's budget. | 267000 Kimberly Johnson | 267000 Kimberly Johnson | 267000 Kimberly Johnson | 267000 Kimberly Johnson | 267000 Kimberly Johnson |
| Office of the Provost | 120000 Janet Woodruff-Borden (interim)  
settlements and financial analysis for the University's budget. | 212000 Brad Shelton | 230000 Randy Kamphaus (acting)  
settlements and financial analysis for the University's budget. | 264000 Dennis Galvan  
settlements and financial analysis for the University's budget. | 267000 Kimberly Johnson | 267000 Kimberly Johnson | 267000 Kimberly Johnson | 267000 Kimberly Johnson |
| Provost Academic Allocation Model | 219000 Janet Woodruff-Borden (interim)  
settlements and financial analysis for the University's budget. | 221000 Adrian Parr | 222000 Chris Poulsou | 226000 Laura Lee McIntyre  
settlements and financial analysis for the University's budget. | 222000 Chris Poulsou | 222000 Chris Poulsou | 222000 Chris Poulsou | 222000 Chris Poulsou |
| Provost Academic Allocation Model | 219000 Janet Woodruff-Borden (interim)  
settlements and financial analysis for the University's budget. | 221000 Adrian Parr | 222000 Chris Poulsou | 226000 Laura Lee McIntyre  
settlements and financial analysis for the University's budget. | 222000 Chris Poulsou | 222000 Chris Poulsou | 222000 Chris Poulsou | 222000 Chris Poulsou |
| Provost Academic Allocation Model | 219000 Janet Woodruff-Borden (interim)  
settlements and financial analysis for the University's budget. | 221000 Adrian Parr | 222000 Chris Poulsou | 226000 Laura Lee McIntyre  
settlements and financial analysis for the University's budget. | 222000 Chris Poulsou | 222000 Chris Poulsou | 222000 Chris Poulsou | 222000 Chris Poulsou |
| Provost Academic Allocation Model | 219000 Janet Woodruff-Borden (interim)  
settlements and financial analysis for the University's budget. | 221000 Adrian Parr | 222000 Chris Poulsou | 226000 Laura Lee McIntyre  
settlements and financial analysis for the University's budget. | 222000 Chris Poulsou | 222000 Chris Poulsou | 222000 Chris Poulsou | 222000 Chris Poulsou |
| Provost Academic Allocation Model | 219000 Janet Woodruff-Borden (interim)  
settlements and financial analysis for the University's budget. | 221000 Adrian Parr | 222000 Chris Poulsou | 226000 Laura Lee McIntyre  
settlements and financial analysis for the University's budget. | 222000 Chris Poulsou | 222000 Chris Poulsou | 222000 Chris Poulsou | 222000 Chris Poulsou |

Stuart Laing, Director, slaing@uoregon.edu  
6-5838  
Financial Analysts  
Annalisa Conroy, aconroy@uoregon.edu  
6-7226  
Christina Hansberry, chansber@uoregon.edu  
6-9855  
Jannine Neyssen, jannine@uoregon.edu  
6-3347  
Kelly Peterson, kpeterson7@uoregon.edu  
6-2159  
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